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we exist 
to enable 
everyday 
visionaries

that’s our sole mission

FEMALE-OWNED

DALLAS, TEXAS
EST. 2017

this is what 
is looks like 

when a former 
debutante 

/ marketing 
executive joins 

forces with a 
former rockstar 

/ irrigator

collaborate with 
people who don’t 
look like you

principle no. 1

www.zermodus.com

Elizabeth Fischer - Founder

Lisa Umbarger - Co-Founder



about our 
name

THE MEANING

Zer is a gender-neutral pronoun. And “Modus” is latin for 
“mode” or “way of doing things.” So put it together and 
you have gender-neutral way of doing things. The pages of 
these planners are designed for humans who want to invest 
in their daily habits to produce their best work. 

THE PHILOSOPHY 

We really just want professionals to have the opportunity 
to be valued based on their actual performance, regardless 
of gender, race, age, experience level, etc. If you have 
great ideas that you can put into motion and they produce 
desirable results, nothing else should matter. 

The planners are meant to be a tool for professionals to use 
to have something tangible to hold onto so they can say 
“look at what I accomplished.” We plan to do much more 
to help people be set up for success. The planners are just 
phase one.

HOW TO TYPE IT

ZerModus  Correct Capitalization / Spacing
Zermodus  Incorrect Capitalization
Zer Modus  Incorrect Spacing

the quality of your 
work is gender-neutral
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PIVOTS ARE A GIRL’S BEST FRIEND

Ok so when we first got started in the summer of 2017 we 
decided that we were going to enable everyday visionaries 
by having a recruiting agency that stood for gender-neutral 
career advancement. 
 
The tricky thing with that is - recruiting agencies are 
traditionally paid by the company, not the candidate. And 
when you follow the money, you see who you answer to. 
We wanted to answer to the candidate. But people don’t 
like paying for something they are used to getting for free. 

Thus the need for a pivot to a more viable business model 
but with the same mission in mind. 

Enter what would soon be rebranded as ZerModus. 

It occured to us to start selling daily planners because 
Elizabeth had been designing her own for years and they 
needed to get a revenue stream going ASAP because 
merely being alive these days is expensive. 

We launched their Kickstarter, got fully funded in 3 days, 
had the planners made locally, and fullfilled all orders 
exactly two weeks after the campaign ended. *high-five*

Team work makes the dream work. And we love dreaming 
big things. 

Elizabeth + Lisa

our startup 
story

www.zermodus.com

the solution is in the 
problem

principle no. 3



where you can 
find us

EARNED MEDIA
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/
dallas-entrepreneurs-embrace-the-power-of-
the-pen_us_5a09d63de4b00652392182df

https://dallasinnovates.com/wework-has-
dramatically-changed-way-do-business1239/

https://thegadgetflow.com/portfolio/
everyday-visionary-planner/ 

http://kellycpatexas.com/wework/zermodus/

https://www.bizjournals.com/dallas/
news/2017/12/01/coworking-spaces-in-dallas-
have-changed-the-way.html

brand experiences 
are personal

principle no. 4

OWNED MEDIA
https://www.zermodus.com

https://www.amazon.com/Everyday-Visionary-12-Week-
Productivity-ZerModus/dp/B07BPDVPG3?th=1

https://zermodus.prezly.com/

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/zercareer/the-
everyday-visionary-planner-by-zercareer

SHARED MEDIA
https://www.intsagram.com/zermodus

https://www.facebook.com/zermodus

https://www.twitter.com/zermodus

https://www.linkedin.com/company/zermodus

www.zermodus.com
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DEMOGRAPHICS

GENDER
80% Women :: 20% Men

AGES
23-36 :: 36-42 :: 42-60

INCOME 
$50k-$120k :: $120k-$500k

EDUCATION 
Undergraduate Degree 
Graduate Degree

CITIES
Manhattan :: Chicago :: Houston :: Los Angeles 
:: Seattle :: Washington DC :: Denver :: Raleigh 
:: Miami :: Houston :: Austin :: Atlanta :: Tampa

OCCUPATIONS
Entrepreneurs :: Small Business Owners :: Non-
Profit Founders :: Freelancers :: Creatives :: 
Photographers :: Public Speakers :: Doctors :: 
Scientists :: Attorneys :: Politicians :: Athletes :: 
Fitness Trainers :: Equestrians

WHEN PEOPLE BUY

Birthday Gifts :: Holiday Gifts :: Graduation 
Gifts :: New Job :: Promotion :: New Venture :: 
New City :: New Home :: New Year

PERSONALITY

Type-A
Movers + Shakers
Side Hustlers
Activists 
Passionate Professionals
Over Achievers 
Self-Aware Individuals

AFFINITY BRANDS

TED 
WeWork
Equinox
Southwest
Virgin
Apple

about our 
customers

just be human in 
all communications 
with other humans
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about the 
first planner

Our staple product is the Everyday Visionary 
planner. It’s a powerfuly simple 12-week, undated, 
daily planner, that’s proudly designed and made in 
the USA. 

This habit-forming planner is about waking up and 
setting your intention each day by visualizing what 
you want, and then putting a plan of action in place 
to get it. 

Following the intuitive layout gives you a healthy 
balance of future-oriented planning, present-
minded doing, and retrospective analysis at the end 
of each week.

design matters
principle no. 6

• 12-Week Undated Daily Planner
• Soft-Touch Covers
• Super Smooth Paper
• Metal Wire-O Binding
• 7.5”wide x 9.75” tall
• 30/60/90-Day Strategic Planning
• Monthly/Weekly/Daily Layouts
• Sold in Singles, 4-Packs, 16-Packs and 

Subscriptions
• Available in the US & CAN on our Website 

and sold globally on Amazon Prime
• Premium quality materials sourced and 

made in USA

PRODUCT DETAILS

EVEN THOUGH IT’S ABOUT YOU, 
NOT THE PLANNER



tested on 
unicorns
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behind the 
design
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12-week vision 
planning

www.zermodus.com



monthly 
outlook
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weekly 
outlook
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weekend 
lookback

www.zermodus.com



a planner in 
action

www.zermodus.com



dot matrix 
doodling
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there’s more where that came from :: coming soon :: september 2018



www.zermodus.com

let’s talk 
more

PRESS CONTACT

Sloan Parker, EVP of Global Growth Strategy
press@zermodus.com


